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Parameterization of a chain of equations, namely,
which is of two chain lengths has been done by several authors. But parameterization of four chain lengths are not common. This paper has made inroads on this topic in that sense that and as an added bonus equated and tied these chain of equation to twice a kth power. Till now the sum of taxicab powers in math literature have summed up to an arbitrary integer. So the achievement of this paper is that by fixing the sum to twice a kth power, this equation (A) can be clubbed into the subject heading of equal sums of like powers. Now instead of having the sum equal to one kth power as in many cases in math literature we now have the sums equal to twice a kth power. In this paper we will designate this taxicab chain as k-2-3-3-3-3 where k=2, 3, 4 (degree). Except for 5 th powers the equation will be k-2-6-6-6 for reasons we will describe later in the paper.
In connection to our equation 
2nd degree taxi cab 2-2-2-2-2-2
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The parametric form for the above is given by : 
Hence we get after putting values of (a,b,c,d,e,f,m) in equation 'A':
For x=3,y =1 we get, after removing common factors,
The above chain can be made longer for bigger integers than w = 325 since they can be represented by more than four pairs of square numbers.
Since numerical solutions are not available where twice a kth power is equal to two kth powers for k=3,4 we have not attempted to parameterize it. Also it is to be noted that two kth powers have more than two chain lengths for k=3 &4 but are not equal to twice a kth power as required in this paper. Hence we have considered equations with three eelements in each chain. As given in the start of this paper our taxi cab equation (A) Is for k=2,3,4 & 5. We first paramatise for the 2 nd degree & fourth degree for k=2 & 4. In this context we are aware that half a centaury ago M. Parasarathy and Albert Gloden gave a parametric solutions for 4-3-3 equation and their results included extending it for a long chain. The difference between their parameterization and this is that their paramatazisation did not sum up to twice a kth power & also our present method is less complicated.
The paramatized eqn. For K-2-3-3-3-3 is given below, for k=2 & k=4
We have from equation (A) above Equation (2):
Parametric form:
The next chains are,
The third & fourth chains are given below:
hence we get after taking different combinations of
We get:
Arranging this in a vertical matrix we get:
(say) g=( ) h=( ) j=( ) similarly we have :
Oliver Couto g=( ) h=( )
j=( )
We also have: we have:
( ) ( )( )( )( )
Hence both sides of equation '1' are equal.
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For other values of (p,q) a similar method can be followed for k=2,4
Next we parameterize for power three, k=3 the cubic version, namely 3-2-3-3-3-3.
) The above chain can be extended as long as needed by substituting different values for (x) in the equation ( ) + ( ) ( ) and adding it to the existing chains in equation (3) above. Namely, 'x' represents (p,q,r,s,t,------) having integer values
The parametric form for 3-2-3-3-3-3, is given below:
After removing common factors we get:
Where, ( )
We have numerical solutions like the one given below.
and
)
= ( )
In conclusion we note that for powers k=2,4For even powers the maximum chain length can be extended beyond four chain lengths. 
